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TaggedPAbstract

Change in voice quality (VQ) is one of the first precursors of Parkinson’s disease (PD). Specifically, impacted phonation and

articulation causes the patient to have a breathy, husky-semiwhisper and hoarse voice. A goal of this paper is to characteriD13X Xse a VQ

spectrum � the composition of non-modal phonations � of voice in PD. The paper relates non-modal healthy phonations: breathy,

creaky, tense, falsetto and harsh, with disordered phonation in PD. First, statistics are learned to differentiate the modal and non-

modal phonations. Statistics are computed using phonological posteriors, the probabilities of phonological features inferred from

the speech signal using a deep learning approach. Second, statistics of disordered speech are learned from PD speech data compris-

ing 50 patients and 50 healthy controls. Third, Euclidean distance is used to calculate similarity of non-modal and disordered sta-

tistics, and the inverse of the distances is used to obtain the composition of non-modal phonation in PD. Thus, pathological voice

quality is characterised using healthy non-modal voice quality “base/eigenspace”. The obtained results are interpreted as the voice

of an average patient with PD and can be characterised by the voice quality spectrum composed of 30% breathy voice, 23%

creaky voice, 20% tense voice, 15% falsetto voice and 12% harsh voice. In addition, the proposed features were applied for pre-

diction of the dysarthria level according to the Frenchay assessment score related to the larynx, and significant improvement is

obtained for reading speech task. The proposed characterisation of VQ might also be applied to other kinds of pathological speech.

� 2017 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
TaggedPKeywords: Phonological features; Non-modal phonation; Parkinson’s disease

1. Introduction

TaggedPSpeech of hypokinetic dysarthria in Parkinson’s disease (PD) is characterised by hypokinesia (rigid, less motion

describing decreased range and frequency of movement) of the vocal folds and articulators. Besides of impacted
I This paper has been recommended for acceptance by Roger Moore.
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TaggedPprosody and articulation, phonation is impacted by incomplete vocal fold adduction. Clinicians, otolaryngologists

and speech-language pathologists, consider hoarseness � a rough quality of voice � as a basic symptom of a voice

disorder in PD. When hoarse, the voice may sound breathy, raspy, or strained, and if this abnormal/pathological

voice quality is accompanied with relatively constant loudness and pitch deviations, it is diagnosed as Parkinsonian

dysphonia (Aronson and Bless, 2011).

TaggedPHealthy subjects may also produce speech sounds of different voice quality based on different modes of vibration

of the vocal folds. Laver (1980) defines the term of voice quality in a broad sense as the characteristic auditory col-

ouring of an individual speaker’s voice, and not just in a narrow sense coming from the laryngeal activity. The neu-

tral mode phonation, often used in modal voice, is one against which the other modes can be contrastively described,

also called non-modal phonations. Ladefoged and Johnson (2014) describe four basic states of the glottis (which is

defined as the space between the vocal folds). The position of the vocal folds is adjusted by the arytenoid cartilages

placed toward the back. In (i) a voiced sound, the vocal folds are close together (adducted) and vibrating, whereas in

(ii) a voiceless sound, they are pulled apart (abducted). If there is considerable airflow, the abducted vocal folds will

be set vibrating � flapping in the airstream � producing what is called (iii) breathy voice, or murmur. Alternatively,

breathy voice is produced with the vocal folds apart only between the arytenoid cartilages in the lower (posterior)

part. If the arytenoid cartilages are tightly together, so that the vocal folds can vibrate only at the anterior end, (iv)

creaky voice is produced. Creaky-voiced sounds may also be called laryngeali D14X Xsed. Besides these basic non-modal

phonation, Laver (1980) defines tense, harsh and falsetto phonations. Such voice qualities impact the production of

the speech sounds, and we hypothesise that these changes might be captured by changes in phonological features.

TaggedPThe goal of this paper is to present a study on the production of speech sounds with healthy non-modal phonation,

and project its non-modal statistics to analysise disordered production of speech sounds with pathological phonation.

This approach might help to aleviate a problem of missing data in research of pathological speech. Voice quality of

the speech sounds can be characterised by phonological features (Cernak et al., 2017b), and the current work pro-

poses to use differential phonological posterior features (between modal and non-modal, and between healthy and

disordered phonations) for characterisation of both healthy non-modal and parkinsionian phonations. Comparing to

the work of Cernak et al. (2017b), the novel aspects of this paper is in using pathological speech and characterisD15X Xation

of pathological voice quality using healthy non-modal voice quality “base/eigenspace”. An Euclidean distance

between the non-modal and disordered phonation characterisations quantifies the composition of non-modal voice

qualities in PD. This characterisation of non-modal phonation in PD is novel, and shows objective quantification of

voice quality using phonological features not investigated in previous approaches.

TaggedPFor studying speech with non-modal phonation, the read-VQ database of Kane (2012) is used, the recording of

which was inspired by prototype voice quality examples produced by Laver (1980). Laver’s recordings are consid-

ered as recordings of non-modal phonation with excellent quality, however only one utterance per phonation type is

available, and thus they are speaker-specific. The read-VQ database contains recordings from four speakers. The

database covers five different non-modal phonations: falsetto, creaky, harshness, tense and breathiness. For studying

speech with pathological phonation, the Colombian-Spanish database (Orozco-Arroyave et al., 2014) is used, which

contains speech recordings of 50 patients with PD and 50 healthy controls (HC).

TaggedPThe structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2.1 gives an overview of the non-modal (healthy) and pathologi-

cal (Parkinsonian) phonation types considered in this work. Section 3 introduces differential phonological posterior

(DPP) features used in further characterisation of VQ. Section 4 describes experimental setup and evaluation data-

bases, and Section 5 presents results and their validation. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Voice quality of Parkinson’s disease

2.1. Non-modal (healthy) phonation

TaggedPDifferent modes of vibration of the vocal folds contribute significantly to VQ. The modal (periodic) phonation

can be contrastively described against the other modes, also called non-modal (aperiodic) phonations.

TaggedPRecent work on non-modal phonation focuses on detection (Drugman et al., 2014), analysis (Malyska, 2008;

Malyska et al., 2011) and synthesis (Bangayan et al., 1997) of speech with non-modal phonation. Modern computa-

tional paralinguistics tries to 1) get rid of non-modal phonation, or 2) model it, for example, for classification
Please cite this article as: M. Cernak et al., Characterisation of voice quality of Parkinson’s disease using

differential phonological posterior features, Computer Speech & Language (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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TaggedPpurposes (Schuller and Batliner, 2013). Non-modal phonation is also studied in sociolinguistics. For example, creaky

and falsetto phonations are used more commonly by women (Anderson et al., 2014; Podesva, 2007).

TaggedPBreathy and creaky voices belong to the most studied non-modal phonation types. In breathy phonation, the vibra-

tion of the vocal folds is accompanied by aspiration noise, which causes a higher first formant bandwidth and a miss-

ing third formant (Klatt and Klatt, 1990) due to steeper spectral tilt (Hanson, 1997). In creaky phonation (also

referred to as vocal fry, laryngealisation), secondary vibrations occur with lower fundamental frequencies.

TaggedPTense voice is produced with higher degree of overall muscular tension involved in the whole vocal tract. The

higher tension of the vocal folds does not result in irregularities that are seen in harsh voice. It is characterised by

richer harmonics in higher frequencies due to a less steep spectral tilt. Harsh voice is a result of very high muscular

tension at the laryngeal level. Pitch is irregular and low, and the speech spectrum contains more noise.

TaggedPFalsetto voice is the most different with respect to modal voice (Laver, 1980). The voice is produced with thin

vocal folds, that results in a higher pitch voice with a steeper spectral slope.
2.2. Pathological (Parkinsonian) phonation

TaggedPAuditory-perceptual evaluation of disordered VQ is the most commonly used clinical assessment method, and is

considered by clinicians as the “gold standard” for documenting voice impairment severity (Kreiman et al., 1993).

Describing a particular voice as breathy and rough, for example, is likely to be more easily interpreted by a wide

range of people than a description that specifies the noise-to-harmonic ratio associated with that voice (Oates, 2009).

Moreover auditory-perceptual evaluation is cheap and practical. Perceptual analysis is used with the human auditory

perceptual system, often in combination with an external rating system, such as the GRBAS protocol (Hirano, 1981)

developed by the Japanese Society of Logopedics and Phoniatrics. The GRBAS protocol contains 4-point scales for

grade (overall severity), roughness, breathiness, asthenia (lack of vocal power), and strain.

TaggedPOn the other hand, the perceptual evaluation has been characteri D16X Xsed by questionable validity and poor reliability,

adding further analysis error via measurement and scaling issues (Aronson and Bless, 2011), and missing consensus

on stimulus categories (Barsties and De Bodt, 2015). At present, the Consensus Auditory Perceptual Evaluation of

Voice (CAPE-V)1, containing six primary perceptual parameters (overall severity, roughness, breathiness, strain,

pitch, and loudness), is undergoing field testing, and experimental data on its validity and reliability are forthcom-

ing.

TaggedPAcoustic analysis is widely employed in clinical and research settings, and focuses on analysis of parkinsonian

speech that provides objective measures of vocal function, such as fundamental frequency, signal amplitude, jitter,

shimmer, noise-to-harmonic ratios, voice onset time and glottal leakage, and last but not least the spectral features

such as spectral tilt (Holmes et al., 2000; Little et al., 2009; Rusz et al., 2011; Bauer et al., 2011). Parkinsonian

speech is characterised by higher jitter (more roughness), higher shimmer, descreased pitch range, shorter maximum

phonation time and slower diadochokinetic (articulation) rate (Darley et al., 1969). However, acoustic measures can-

not be applied to more severe disordered voices due to their nonlinear and non-Gaussian random properties (Little

et al., 2007), that limits their clinical usefulness.

TaggedPThere is a considerable amount of literature on objective perceptual evaluation based on acoustic and aerody-

namic speech production characteristics. For example, Wuyts et al. (2000) propose a Dysphonia Severity Index, con-

structed from highest frequency, lowest intensity, maximum phonation time and jitter. Bhuta et al. (2004) and Maryn

et al. (2009) provide detailed studies of correlation of acoustic measurements with perceived voice quality. Recent

methods include in objective perceptual evaluation also spectral/cepstral features, such as spectrum slope and tilt

(Maryn et al., 2010), and cepstral peak prominence (Awan et al., 2009).
3. Differential phonological posteriors

TaggedPThe probabilities of phonological features inferred from the speech signal � phonological posteriors � can be

reliably estimated using a deep learning approach (Cernak et al., 2015). This extraction processes is further called

phonological analysis. In this work, the Sound Patterns of English (SPE) feature set of Chomsky and Halle (1968) is
1 http://www.asha.org/uploadedFiles/members/divs/D3CAPEVprocedures.pdf.
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TaggedPused. Motivation to this older phonological system was that (i) it takes the articulatory production mechanism as the

underlying principle of phoneme organisation (and thus allows easier interpretation of obtained results), and (ii) SPE

assumes that the flat, unstructured binary feature specifications are language independent and characterise the set of

possible phonemes in languages of the world (and thus is more suitable for studies with more languages like

described in this paper). The mapping from phonemes to SPE phonological classes is taken from Cernak et al.

(2017a). The distribution of the phonological labels is non-uniform, driven by mapping different numbers of pho-

nemes to the phonological classes.

TaggedPPhonological analysis starts with a short-term analysis of speech, which consists of converting the speech signal

into a sequence of acoustic feature vectors X ¼ f~x1; . . . ;~xn; . . . ;~xNg. Each~xn is also known as an acoustic frame or

just frame, and can be composed by the conventional Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC). N is the number

of frames and frames are equally spaced in time.

TaggedPThen, K phonological probabilities zkn are estimated for each frame. Each probability is computed independently

by using a binary classifier based on deep neural network (DNN) and trained with one class versus the rest. Finally,

the acoustic feature observation sequence X into a sequence of phonological vectors Z ¼ f~z1; . . . ;~zn; . . . ;~zNg.
Each vector ~zn ¼ ½z1n; . . . ; zkn; . . . ; zKn �> consists of phonological class posterior probabilities zkn ¼ pðckjxnÞ of

K phonological features (classes) ck. The a posteriori estimates p(ckjxn) are 0 � p(ckjxn) � 1, 8k, and

max
PK

k¼1 pðckjxnÞ ¼ K.

TaggedPThe matrix of posteriors Z consists of N rows, indexed by the processed speech frames, and K columns. The

following analysis is done on non-silence speech frames of the evaluation data:

mk ¼
1

Ns

XNs

n¼1

pðckjxnÞ; 8 n, pðcSILjxnÞ< 0:5; ð1Þ

where cSIL is a posterior probability of silence class being observed, and NS is the number of non-silence frames. The

probability of cSIL is computed as for the other phonological classes (i.e., the silence versus the rest) but it is only

taken into account when computing each mk. The statistics mk is calculated for different “contrastive” data groups,

such as data with modal vs. data with non-modal phonations, and data from healthy speakers vs. data from patholog-

ical speakers.

TaggedPDifferential phonological posterior (DPP) features are obtained by mean normaliD17X Xsation of contrastive data:

DmNM
kl ¼ mnon�modal

kl �mmodal
kl ;

DmP
k ¼ mPD

k �mHC
k :

ð2Þ

Thus, the non-modal mean posteriors are normali D18X Xsed by modal means that yields the normali D19X Xsed statistics DmNM
l ¼

½DmNM
1l ; . . . ;DmNM

kl ; . . . ;DmNM
Kl �> for l 2 L non-modal phonations, and PD posteriors are normalis D20X Xed by means from

healthy speakers that yields pathological (Parkinsonian) statistics DmP ¼ ½DmP
1 ; . . . ;Dm

NM
k ; . . . ;DmNM

K �> .

TaggedPFinally, similarity of non-modal phonation and pathological speech is calculated as the Euclidean distance:

ql ¼ kDmP�DmNM
l k ; ð3Þ

for l 2 L non-modal phonations, where ql represents a similarity of the l-th non-modal phonation with VQ in PD. The

Euclidean distance was already successfully used as a similarity measure between VQ characterisations in forensic

speaker comparison (San Segundo et al., 2017).

TaggedPThe normali D21X Xsation of the mean posteriors by the posterior features from the modal or healthy speakers is concep-

tually similar to likelihood ratio test in speaker recognition (Hansen and Hasan, 2015), where likelihoods from the

speaker model are subtracted by likelihoods obtained from the background/world model. In the DPP features, the

background models represent the modal phonation and healthy speakers.
4. Experimental setup

4.1. Training data

TaggedPThe phonological analyser is trained on the Wall Street Journal (WSJ0 and WSJ1) continuous speech recognition

corpora Paul, Baker, (1992). This training database consists primarily of read speech using a close-talking
Please cite this article as: M. Cernak et al., Characterisation of voice quality of Parkinson’s disease using

differential phonological posterior features, Computer Speech & Language (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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TaggedPSennheiser HMD414. The si_tr_s_284 set of 37,514 utterances was used, split into 90% training and 10% cross-

validation sets. Titze (1995) recommends the WSJ database to be used in acoustic analysis research of pathological

speech. In addition, Cernak et al. (2015) introduced a deep learning approach using WSJ data to achieve high classi-

fication accuracy of phonological features.

4.2. Evaluation data

TaggedPPrototype voice quality examples produced by Laver (1980) and the read-VQ database of Kane (2012) were used

to obtain characterisation of modal and non-modal phonation. Audio of the read-VQ database was recorded at

44.1 kHz using high quality recording equipment: a B&K 4191 free-field microphone and a B&K 7749 pre-

amplifier. The microphone was placed at a distance of approximately 30 cm from the speaker and participants were

asked to keep this distance as constant as possible throughout the recording session. Recordings were subsequently

downsampled to 16 kHz.

TaggedPThe read-VQ database contains 4 speakers (2 males and 2 females) who were asked to read 17 sentences in six

different phonation types: modal, breathy, tense, harsh, creaky, and falsetto. Participants were given prototype voice

quality examples, produced by John Laver and John Kane, and were asked to practise producing them before coming

to the recording session. For the recordings, participants were asked to produce the strong versions of each phonation

type and to maintain it throughout the utterance. During the recording session, participants were asked to repeat the

sentence if it was deemed necessary. The sentences were chosen from the phonetically balanced sentences in the

TIMIT corpus (Garofolo et al., 1993), four of which contained all-voiced sounds. 451 sentences were chosen to

obtain a wide phonetic coverage, as it is likely that it can be very difficult for speakers to maintain a constant type of

phonation over a long utterance. The recordings with modal phonation were 2.2 D22X Xmin D23X Xlong, and the remaining record-

ings with non-modal phonation were 2.0 min D24X X long each. The read-VQ data was used for estimation of non-modal

DPP features DmNM
l .

TaggedPSpeech recordings from the HC and PD patients were obtained from the database provided by Orozco-Arroyave

et al. (2014). This database contains speech recordings of 50 patients with PD and 50 HCs sampled at 44.1 kHz with

16 resolution-bits. The recordings were captured in noise controlled conditions, in a sound proof booth. All of the

speakers are balanced by gender and age. All of the patients were diagnosed and labeled by neurologist experts. The

speech samples were recorded with the patients in the ON-state, i.e., no more than 3 h D25X Xafter the morning medication.

None of the people in the HC group has a history of symptoms related to PD or any other kind of neurological disor-

der. The HC and PD data was used for estimation of parkinsonian DPP features DmP
l . It is worth to note

that the training data of phonological analyser contains English recordings, whereas the HC and PD data contain

Columbian-Spanish recordings. It is assumed that phonological features are language independent, and in addition,

Cernak et al. (2016) showed effective cross-language usage of phonological posteriors, for English training data and

French evaluation data, and vice versa.

TaggedPPD data contains several different speech tasks comprising of isolated and running speech: 24 isolated words, the

‘pataka‘ speech task consisting of repeating /pataka,petaka,pakata/ speech production, 10 sentences, one read text

with 36 words, and a monologue with an average duration of 44.86s. All data was used for experiments described in

Section 5.

4.3. Training of phonological analysis

TaggedPThe open-source phonological vocoding platform developed by Cernak and Garner (2016) was used to perform

phonological analysis and synthesis. Briefly, the platform is based on cascaded speech analysis and synthesis that

works internally with the phonological speech representation. In the phonological analysis part, phonological poste-

riors are estimated directly from the speech signal by DNNs. Binary (Yu et al., 2012) or multi-valued classification

(Stouten and Martens, 2006; Rasipuram and Magimai.-Doss, 2011) may be used. In the latter case, the phonological

classes are grouped together based on place or manner of articulation. The binary classification approach is used in

this work, and thus each DNN determines the probability of a particular phonological class.

TaggedPTo train the DNNs for phonological analysis, a phoneme-based automatic speech recognition system is first

trained using Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) as acoustic features. The phoneme set comprises 40 pho-

nemes (including silence) defined by the CMU pronunciation dictionary. The three-state, cross-word triphone
Please cite this article as: M. Cernak et al., Characterisation of voice quality of Parkinson’s disease using

differential phonological posterior features, Computer Speech & Language (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
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TaggedPmodels were trained with the HMM-based speech synthesis system (HTS) variant (Zen et al., 2007) of the Hidden

Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) on the 90% subset of the WSJ data. The remaining 10% subset was used for cross-

validation. The triphone models are tied with decision tree state clustering based on the minimum description length

(MDL) criterion (Shinoda and Watanabe, 1997). The MDL criterion allows an unsupervised determination of

the number of states. The trained model had 12685 tied states, and each is modeled with a Gaussian mixture model

consisting of 16 Gaussians.

TaggedPThe acoustic models were used to get phonetic alignment. Each phoneme was mapped to the 13 SPE phonological

classes or the one silence class, and thus 14 DNNs were trained as phonological/silence analysers using the frame

alignment with a particular phonological/silence label scheme that took two binary values: the phonological/silence

class exists for the aligned phoneme or not. In other words, the two DNN outputs correspond to the target class vs.

the rest.

TaggedPSome classes might seem to have unbalanced training data; for example, the two labels for the nasal class are

associated with the speech samples from just 3 nasal phonemes /m/, /n/, and /N/, and with the remaining 36 (non-

nasal) phonemes. However, this split is necessary to appropriately train a discriminative classifier, as all the remain-

ing phonemes convey information about all different phonological classes. Each DNN was trained on the whole

training set. Several DNN sizes were tested, from 3 to 6 hidden layers with 500 D26X X�2000 neurons. Finally, the selected

size of the DNNs was 351 £ 1024 £ 1024 £ 1024 £ 2 neurons, is a balance between the training time and the per-

formance. Sigmoid activation functions were used in the hidden layers. The input feature vectors consisted of Energy

plus 12 MFCC (13 parameters) with the first and second time derivatives. The temporal context from 7 to 11 succes-

sive frames was tested with no particular performance increase, so the temporal context of 9 frames was used for the

training.

TaggedPThe parameters were initialis D27X Xed using deep belief network pre-training following the single-step contrastive diver-

gence (CD-1) procedure of Hinton et al. (2006). The DNNs with the softmax output function were then trained using

a mini-batch based stochastic gradient descent algorithm with the cross-entropy cost function of the KALDI toolkit

(Povey et al., 2011).

5. Results

5.1. Analysis of non-modal phonation

TaggedPFig. 1a shows the analysis of the read-VQ evaluation data. Table 2 shows the results of further statistical analysis

performed by using the two-sample t-test without assuming equal variance, that was carried out to study the differen-

ces between speech with modal and non-modal phonations. The significance of the test also allows for the determina-

tion of invariant phonological features, listed in Table 2.

TaggedPAccording to Table 2, the [Strident] phonological feature is more invariant � “resistant” � to non-modal phona-

tion, whereas the [Nasal], [Voice], [Anterior] and [Consonantal] features are heavily impacted (they are not invariant

for any phonation type). The [Strident] feature is significantly different only in creaky phonation, which indicates its

usefulness, for example, in creaky voice detection. On the contrary, the invariant [Tense] feature might indicate

harsh, and the invariant [Low] feature may indicate breathy phonation.

TaggedPThe number of invariant features also indicates the impact of non-modal phonation on phonological features.

While breathy, creaky and tense phonations keep 4 invariant features, harsh and falsetto phonation keep only 2

invariant features.

5.2. Analysis of Parkinsonian speech

TaggedPFig. 1b shows the analysis of the HC and PD non-silence speech data: 10 ms framed 805,511 phonological poste-

rior vectors of the HC group, and 10 ms framed 784,128 vectors of the PD group.

TaggedPStatistical analysis using the two-sample t-test, without assuming equal variances, of the differences between HC

and PD speech, resulted into the only invariant [Consonantal] feature with p ¼ 0:1029; which is in contradiction

with non-modal analysis above, where the [Consonantal] feature was significantly different between modal and non-

modal phonations. PD speech exhibited higher values of the [Nasal], [Voice] and [High] features, and lower values

of the [Back], [Low], and [Round] features. Validation of these findings is discussed further in Section 5.3.
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Table 1

Statistical significance (p-values) of difference between mmodal
kl and mnon�modal

kl for k2K ¼ 13 SPE features

andl2L ¼ 5 non-modal phonations. For of the level of significance a ¼ 0:001; the bold items represent the

invariance of a particular pair of the SPE feature and non-modal phonation, i.e., the SPE features unaffected

by non-modal phonations, where statistical significance of differences isp > a. The other items shown by ‘�’

represent the SPE features affected by non-modal phonation, with significancep< a.

SPE/Phonation Breathy Creaky Tense Harsh Falsetto

Continuant � 0.0042 � � �
High 0.0958 0.0267 � � �
Nasal � � � � �
Back 0.8261 � 0.1308 � �
Vocalic � 0.5948 � � 0.6657

Round � 0.0031 0.3114 � �
Tense � � � 0.0012 �
Strident � � 0.0251 0.0208 0.2198

Voice � � � � �
Coronal 0.2413 � 0.0041 � �
Low 0.2902 � � � �
Anterior � � � � �
Consonantal � � � � �

Table 2

The impact of non-modal phonation on phonological features, measured as a positive (þ) or

negative (�) difference between the mean phonological posteriors of speech with modal phona-

tion, and the mean phonological posteriors with non-modal phonation. The three features with

the greatest differences are listed. Invariance is concluded based on statistics in Table 1.

Phonation Invariant features Most different features

Breathy High, Back, Coronal, Low �Vocalic,�Tense, þNasal

Creaky Continuant, High, Vocalic, Round �Coronal,�Consonantal,�Nasal
Tense Back, Round, Strident, Coronal þLow, þVocalic, þContinuant

Harsh Strident, Tense þLow,�High, þVocalic

Falsetto Strident, Vocalic �Consonantal,�Coronal,�Anterior
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TaggedPHaving the statistics of mean DPP features, we calculated Euclidean distances using Eq. (3) between parkinsonian

DPP DmP (visualisD28X Xed at right of Fig. 1b), and L non-modal DPP DmNM
l . Table 3 lists obtained Euclidean distances.

As said in Section 1, non-modal phonation modes are contrastive against modal phonation modes, in other words,

they are di-similar. The ql quantities represent the similarity measures, so to be used for characterisation of Parkinso-

nian non-modal phonation, they are turned into di-similarity measures by calculating their inverse, 1/ql. Finally, we

assume that each of the non-modal phonation partially (relatively) contributes to the perceived overall non-modal

phonation.

TaggedPFig. 2 shows composition of voice quality in parkinsonian speech. It might be interpreted as: a voice of an average

patient with Parkinson’s disease contains “a voice quality spectrum” composed of 30% breathy voice, 23% creaky
Table 3

Euclidean distances ql between non-modal and Parkinsonian

DPP features. As Euclidean distance is a similarity measure,

whereby smaller is more similar, we calculate an inverse of

the Euclidean distance to plot composition of non-modal

voice quality in Parkinsonian speech in Fig. 2.

Voice quality ql 1/ql

Breathy 0.0935 10.69

Creaky 0.1240 8.06

Tense 0.1417 7.06

Falsetto 0.1904 5.25

Harsh 0.2321 4.31
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TaggedPvoice, 20% tense voice, 15% falsetto voice and 12% harsh voice, where about 75% of overall voice quality on aver-

age is composed of breathy, creaky and tense phonations.

5.3. Validity

TaggedPOates (2009) describes basic pathological phonations as a breathy voice that arises from incomplete glottal clo-

sure and/or the presence of a posterior glottal chink, a rough voice that arises from irregular vocal fold vibration pat-

terns, and a strained or pressed voice that is due to excess laryngeal muscle tension. Barsties and De Bodt (2015)

review three ratings schemes that are the most frequently reported and accepted: (i) the GRBAS scale that includes

R for roughness, B for breathiness and S for strain; (ii) the CAPE-V that includes in the standard analysis the same

parameters as the GRBAS; and (iii) the RBH scale that focuse on only three dimensions: roughness, breathiness, and

hoarseness.

TaggedPWe objectively estimated that the majority of the VQ spectrum of PD is composed of 30% breathy voice,

23% creaky voice, 20% tense voice; all the three most-important VQs expected/evaluated by perceptual

assessment of hypokinetic dysarthria in PD. Breathy phonation causes breathiness, creaky phonation contrib-

utes significantly to roughness, and tense phonation results into vocal strain (known also as muscle tension

dysphonia).

TaggedPSeverity of dysarthria in PD is also rated by the the Frenchay Dysarthria Assessment (FDA-2) score (Enderby,

1983; Enderby and Palmer, 2008). The assessment includes 28 relevant perceptual dimensions of speech, namely

related to the following dimensions:

TaggedP� Respiration: noting running out of breath when speaking, and breathy voice.
P

di

cs
TaggedP� L
aryngeal: noting weather the patient has clear phonation with the vocal folds, without huskiness.
TaggedP� T
ongue: noting accurate tongue movements (positions) with correct articulation.
TaggedP� P
alate: noting nasal resonance in spontaneous conversation, without hypernasality or nasal emission.
TaggedP� L
ips: observing the movements of lips in conversation, noting correct shape of lips.

TaggedPWhile the first dimension is similar to the perceptual assessment of the three rating schemes described above, fur-

ther dimensions are more related to articulation. According to Fig. 1b, PD speech data exhibits:

TaggedP1. Greater values of the [Voice] and [Nasal] phonological features that might be related to the Laryngeal and Palate
le

f

l

dimensions. It can be interpreted as more analysed speech frames having higher values of these phonological
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TaggedPfeatures, as compared to HC speech data. Thus, patients produced more nasal or voiced sounds compared to

HCs.
TaggedP2.
 Lower values of the [Round] that might be related to the Lips dimension (i.e., patients produced less rounded

sounds).
TaggedP3.
 Lower [Back] and [Low], and greater [High] vales that might be related to Tongue dimension (i.e., the patients

articulated more central speech sounds, that might indicate weaker articulation of PD patients).
TaggedP5.3.1. Prediction of laryngeal FDA scores

TaggedPTo validate usefulness of the proposed characterisation of the VQ of Parkinson’s disease, we investigated

using the ql features for the prediction of the dysarthria level according to a modified version of the Frenchay

assessment score. This perceptual evaluations includes the following aspects of speech: respiration, lips move-

ment, palate/velum movement, larynx, tongue, and intelligibility. We hypothesis D 2 9X Xed that the DPP features

should be useful for prediction of the FDA scores related particularly to the larynx, which impacts the VQ

the most.

TaggedPThe baseline features include articulation and prosody-based features, which are concatenated to form a

724-dimensional feature vector per utterance (Orozco-Arroyave, 2016; Vasquez-Correa et al., 2017). The

articulation-based features includes 86 descriptors such as the energy content distributed in 22 Bark bands in

the transition from voiced to unvoiced segments (22 descriptors), and from unvoiced to voiced segments

(22 descriptors) (Orozco-Arroyave et al., 2016). The feature set is augmented with the first and second formant

frequencies, and 12 MFCC with their derivatives. The extracted features are grouped and four functionals are

computed (mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis), forming a 344-dimensional feature vector per

utterance. The second feature set contains prosody-based features computed with the Erlangen prosody module

(Zeiler et al., 2006), using voiced segments as speech unit. The set of features comprises a total of 95 features.

19 of them are based on duration and include among others the number and the length of voiced frames, and

duration of pauses. 36 of the features are based on the F0 contour, including the mean, standard deviation, jitter,

and others. The energy D3 0X X-based features include measures of the energy within the voiced frames, shimmer, posi-

tion of the maximum energy, and others. The features are grouped into one feature vector and four functionals

are also computed: mean, standard deviation, maximum, and minimum, forming a 380-dimensional feature

vector per utterance.

TaggedPThe evaluated features consisted of the concatenated baseline and ql features calculated per speaker. All 50 PD

speakers were considered in this evaluation. For the prediction task, we used the same Super Vector Regression as

described by Vasquez-Correa et al. (2017), using a leave-one-subject-out (LOSO) cross-validation. The performance

is evaluated using the Spearman’s correlation coefficient between the predicted scores and the real scores. The real

scores were obtained by three professional phoniatricians, with the inter-rater reliability of 0.86 measured as the

average Spearman’s correlation coefficient obtained between all the evaluators.

TaggedPTable 4 shows the correlation achieved with the baseline and the ql features. Improvements are obtained for the

monologue and reading speech tasks, of 3% and 16%, respectively, whereas no improvement is obtained with

the pataka speech task. The results imply that the proposed ql features depend on statistics (mk as the mean values of

phonological probabilities), and better results are obtained with more observed (recorded) data. For example, while

the pataka tasks contain speech samples with repeated single word, the read text task includes speech samples of

36 spoken words.
Table 4

The Spearman’s correlation coefficients between the real and predicted

modified FDA scores related to the larynx. Median values are calcu-

lated for the correlations with the three evaluators. Results obtained

for the three sub-sets of the PD data (see Section 4.2) are reported.

Speech task Baseline features Proposed features

Pataka 0.56 0.56

Read text 0.39 0.47

Monologue 0.55 0.57
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6. Conclusions

TaggedPThe paper has proposed the characterisation of voice quality (VQ) applied to pathological speech in PD. Often,

the analysis of pathological speech is limited by available data, and advanced deep machine learning techniques can-

not be fully applied. The lack of proper perceptual labels of pathological speech adds further complication. There-

fore, the proposed characterisation learns statistics from healthy speech data that is more widely available, and

calculates similarity with disordered speech by using the Euclidean distance.

TaggedPThe results obtained by DPP features have been validated by matching the obtained most significant, non-modal

phonation types with evaluating parameters of the perceptual assessments. In addition, DPP features of PD have

been interpreted by the Frenchay assessment. This interpretation ability can be directly used in clinical assessment.

TaggedPA drawback of the presented experimental study was in missing VQ perceptual labels of PD data. To the authors’

knowledge, the used PD database is the biggest open-source database available, containing both isolated and con-

nected speech, and was selected primarily for its size. By missing perceptual labels, validation of the proposed VQ

characterisation thus has been done on all speakers focusing on differentiating HC and PD speech, and its direct

application in diagnosis and therapy is limited. In future, we plan to obtain PD data with labeled VQ, and validate

the VQ characterisation on individual patients, looking for example for regression of the perceptual scores.
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